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OCCASION FOR REJOICING

The Dallas Texas News of yesterday states: The ousting of Rommel's tank forces

from their advantageous position at El Agheila takes the British Eighth Army farther

west than it has gone in either of its previous drives. Rommel’s westward retreat is

a sign of Axis weakness and Increases the advantage of the United Nations. When the

Allies drive the Axis entirely off Africa’s shores there will be a real occasion for

rejoicing here.

With Africa cleared it should not take long to wipe out the remaining Axis

shipping in the Mediterranean and to re-establish Allied sea lanes there. But the

blasting of Axis forces from Sicily will take much time and effort.

FOURTH WAR CHRISTMAS

The Now York Herald Tribune today says: This is our second war Christmas but it is

the fourth for the British and for them it will be a war Christmas indeed. For every

fighting people the shadows of separation, of loss and of danger lie inevitably over

the great holiday of peace however gayly it may be celebrated.

The Herald Tribune discusses the British information services review of the

rigorous austerity which faces Britons this Yuletide and then concludes it may seem a

curious Christmas to many. One cannot repress a wonder, however, as to whether gatherings
in millions of British homes may not feel themselves closer in the austere simplicity of

their celebration to a genuine Christmas gaiety and kindliness than they ever have

before.

ALLIED AIR SUPREMACY

The Washington Star on Tuesday observed that Lt. General Henry H. Arnold’s address

to the recent graduates of four Army Flying Schools should be received with considerable

gratification. One reason for this was his wanning to Tokyo that the time is not far

distant when American bombers in large numbers will carry the war to the heart of Japan.

There is also ground for satisfaction in his announcement that from February 1 to

December 5 American flyers have definitely destroyed 928 planes and probably have

destroyed 276 in aerial combat with a loss to themselves of 130 shot down and 104 missing.
That is an impressive score and it bodes no good for the enemy as we pass beyond a pro-

duction rate of 4,000 planes a month.

The most reassuring thing that General Arnold had to say, however, was his assertion

that the airforce will not make the mistake of resting on its laurels, Japanese and

Germans may cone up with an answer to the Flying Fortresses but if they have any kind, of

an answer to the giant bombers that will bo hurled, at then next year it has not yet made

an appearance on any fighting front. Time will tell' the story but at the present writing

there is every reason to believe that with regard to the war in the air we are out in

front to stay.

LAVAL’S ONLY PLANK.

The New York Tines comments that Pierre Laval’s public declaration that he wants

Germany to win and will crush ruthlessly everything in the path of collaboration reveals

nothing new in his character and attitudes. The butcher's son from Auvergne, the former

socialist politician who grew rich in a succession of offices, the man of iron who saved

his hide in the first world-war by pleading varicose veins as a reason for exemption from

military service is a one nan party. He has but one plank is his platform, to promote

by every means the well being of M. Laval. He accepts Hitler because he still believes

Hitler will win. He would accept something out of the Zoo if it seemed to be on the

winning side.
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But why does Hitler accept Laval?. The answer is that the situation as Hitler

sees it is far moroe precarious than the situation as Laval sees it. Hitler has

suffered heavy losses in Russia. His armies are spread thin throughout Europe as

well as on the fighting fronts. His supply of farm and factory labour, despite
reinforcements from conquered countries, is inadequate, From the 40,000,000 people
of France he has been able to draw only 90,000 industrial recruits - and 10,000
of these were forcibly enrolled. He needs millions more. He will come closer

to getting then he hopes through a French speaking puppet who once had a popular

following than he could by using German Police and soldiers. For him Laval is not

a man but a device. The device will be abandoned when it does not work.

ROMMEL FLUSHED FROM HIS HOLE

The New York Herald Tribune says; The battle of El Agheila for which General

Sir Bernard Montgomery’s Eighth Army had been building up its forces for some weeks

was never fought. The powerful and well equipped position on the Gulf of Sirte which

twice before has turned back the British desert army has collapsed under the first

reconnoitering thrusts and Marshal Rommel, once more resorting to what the German

High Command eupehemistically described as evmsive tactics is streaming north westward

along the coast road with the speed for which he has now become famous.

Whether the unfought battle is to be rated as a United Nations victory is still,

perhaps, a matter of some doubt, Cairo, remembering t’.e strength of the Agheila line,
is inclined to think it would not have given up except out of necessity, Rommel

now seems almost devoid of air support; ho cannot have had much opportunity to

rebuild his armour and the ease with which he was flushed from his hole suggests an

extreme weakness in the remnants of the Africa Corps,

On the other hand there is the opposite theory that he waited at El Agheila only

long enough to compel the British to build up their attack intending from the first

to decamp as soon as it seemed imminent and tint the present move is consequently a

planned manoeuvre in the German North African strategy.

Broadly, of course, the renewed retreat is a sign of overall weakness, whether

undertaken deliberately or under compulsion. But it does not mean that there may
not still be a lot of hard fighting before North Africa is finally cleared of the Axis

scourge. The Germans know that the command of the Sicilian Channel is now the one

important stake remaining to them in Africa and they will mass everything that

they have to hold it.

ROMMEL’S LACK OF ARMOUR AND PLANES

The Washington Post observes: When Marshal Rommel precipitiously withdrew from

El Agheila rather than give battle to the advancing British Eighth Army, his action

was in effect an admission that the jig is up for the Africa Corps, Theoretically
it is, of course, still possible for him to make a stand at some point to the west -

Misurata, for instance - before throwing in the sponge. At Misurata he would bo

only 100 miles from his base at Tripoli whereas General Montgomery would be operating

at the end of a fantastically long supply line.

This advantage, however, is likely to be offset by the disadvantages from which

he has suffered ever since his defeat at El Alamein and from which he suffers today,

namely lack of armour and lack of planes and the British presses both in abundance.

IndeedAllied air power both in the Tripolitanian and the Tunisian theatres is

steadily increasing and as the jaws of the allied pincers draw closer this superiority

in the air is likely to weigh with increasing force against the Axis armies in North

Africa.

(continued)



ALLIED APPRECIATION OF FRENCH SERVICES

The Kansas City Times states: Having completed the conquest of Madagascar the

British government announces that it has reached on agreement with General Charles

de Gaulle by the terns of which sovereignty over the island is to he transferred to

the Fighting French.

This is happy because it again demonstrates Allied appreciation of the valuable

services performed by General do Gaulle and those French hen end women associated

with him who, from the- first, have declined to recognize the surrender of France*

Their unnerving devotion to the highest ideals of national conduct, of course long

ago, won then the respect and admiration of the free world. By placing Madagascar,
like Syria, under General de Gaulle's authority the British have acted consistently
and wisely in the Allied interest.

FINAL PHASE IN LIBYA?

The Atlanta Journal yesterday stated theBritish drive across Libya enters a

new and, perhaps, final phase. The terrain over which the enemy is retreating

affords few possibilities for defence east of Tripoli which is 475 miles beyond

Agheila and each mile lessens the distance between Montogomery's pursuing army and

the American British offensive under Eisenhower in Tunisia, So develops the

pincers strategy by which the Allies hope to catch and crush all remnants of the

Axis in North Africa,
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